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About This Game

Inspired by Serial Experiments Lain, this game takes you on a surreal trip through a twisted virtual network. Uncover the
secrets this world tries to hide from you: an artificial intelligence named "Fumiko"!

Fumiko! combines rewarding exploration with a new approach to 3D platforming. You'll quickly be unbound from gravity. No
jump will be too short. This game is a dystopian sci-fi thriller that wants to be explored thoroughly.

Besides offering more than 6 hours worth of story content, Fumiko! offers you:

Handcrafted and Unique Levels and Social Areas to explore ranging from small player homes to big public spaces

Enemy A.I.s seeking your destruction while you escape from the testing lab, unique abilities to bypass them

Fumiko overwriting her jump modules to gain Ridiculous Jump Height, speeding through the air with an Endless
Dash module
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Collect Memory Fragments to uncover the dystopian secrets behind the network

Supports the Xbox, Xbox360 and Steam Controller in addition to keyboard & mouse controls
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Title: Fumiko!
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Fumiko Games
Publisher:
Fumiko Games
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP (Service Pack 2), 7 (Service Pack 1), 8, 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo 3 Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Great type of board game but idk about it being on computer/ More thought could have been added to this one instead of
porting it straight from the app.. Wow, do NOT buy this full price. Only get it on a sale and honestly you aren't missing anything
if you pass on it. (in fact you probably should) Took me 16 minutes to play, only two small fights, no valuable story content..
This game is a fantastic game overall but the fact that the DLC vehicles are not usable on Grid 2 Online when other players in
session do not have the DLC is dissappointing. Please change this feature as i think most of us buy vehicles in bundles to flex on
our friends.. Erm, can't even startup, dev wasn't even on steam for 170 days at one point.
Oy-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in'-vey. Don't get me wrong, this isn't a bad game. Just not good enough to recommend.

The gameplay is point and click puzzling solving which is actually pretty solid. The main problem is that the puzzles range in
difficulty from easy to just plain crazily convuluted and overally complex. This makes the game feel tedious and frustrating.
The challenge is all over the map and it breaks the game in my mind.

The game is relatively short, but I feel the price tag is justified for the amount of time you'll probably spend as you try to trudge
through the puzzles. The game has a lot of gore, but they went a bit overboard with it, and it doesn't feel scary at all because of
it. I do, however, feel that the art syle works for what they were trying to achieve and is one of the main highlights. The story is
fragmented and poorly delivered, with no closure at the end.

It has no replayability. There is literally nothing different if you play the game a second time, unless you want to try and replay it
for some achievements. Hardly seems worth it to randomly click the screen 5,000 times for a single lousy achievement. The
"play the game for three hours" achievement seems bugged, so this screws those who likes to try and get a 100% rating in
games.

Lastly, I had minor issues with the game in terms of funcationality. There's no options menu to fix the screen resolution, sound,
etc. You're forced to play in full screen. This would be fine if my game didn't crash when I tried to alt tab out if it was
necessary. This wasn't always the case, and luckily the game's auto saving is good, otherwise it would be a complete trainwreck.

Although an honest attempt was made and there are some good points, "tedious" is really the best way I can describe this as a
whole.. I was only able to play for a few minutes and then my virus software closed out of the game and said that it had detected
a malicious virus and named this game. So I turned off my virus software and tried playing the game and it wouldn't load. So I
uninstalled it and reinstalled it and it still wouldn't play. Then I had issues with my steam password. After hours of getting my
password to reset, and in the meantime I had turned on my virus software again, I had enough. So I just uninstalled it again. I
also uninstalled the sequel since I wasn't able to play the original that has malicious software. Not worth it.. Is really good , enjoy
it more now since went to skaterxlmods. com have way more maps to play , anyways guys PLEASE ADD LATE TRICKS ...
late flips , late shuvs , darkslides ... stuff like that. and grabs or i havn't found out how to do grab. although PLEASE .. late
tricks. Fire lend thy kiss!. I'd just like to add my own recommendation here. Infinity Wars is obviously a card game, which I
personally find to be quite similar to Magic: the Gathering, and I think that if you enjoy that then you'll enjoy this too. Keep in
mind though, it can have painful server connections depending on where you are and how much your wifi router likes you. So,
yeah, a recommendation from me.
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Received from Humble Bundle.

Small Radio Big Televisions is a simple point and click puzzle game that, although doesn't offer much, is a compact visually-
appealing experience. The player's job is to explore vast abandoned factories to find tapes that play a looping visual that requires
you to find a green gem in order to open doors that lead to the progression of the level. Puzzles are in♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ed through
gears, water amounts, buttons, and other simple contraptions.

I can definitely say that, visually, this game excels. However, even in the visuals, and as a guy who has zero optical issues, I
would find myself with a minor headache from even a quick session of gameplay (30 minutes or so). But most of the time, the
environments and music tied well together, and I screenshot quite a few scenes simply because they looked astounding. The
subject of puzzles isn't really something to talk about, since it's quite easy to figure them out, sometimes even on accident.

SRBT does come with it's flaws. For instance, the camera movement revolves around the tracking of your mouse, and I found
myself spinning like crazy a good portion of the game. This is only present when you're allowed to spin 360 degress, which is
always when viewing the tapes, so it's not entirely often. Another thing I discovered was the price of this game. I completed this
game, lacking only one achievement, in only 2.2 hours. $12 for an around three hour experience is ludicrous. I had no idea about
the price, for I purchased this game from the $1 portion of an Adult Swim Games Humble Bundle, which is probably what this
game's price should be, $5 maximum.

With my experience, I can say I enjoyed this game for what it was. The "psychological" aspect of it all was honestly a little
boring, but I did like going through and exploring the detailed and nice-looking factories and environments, as well as the kooky
and crazy distortions that were the tapes. Really, it's less of a game, and more of something easy to play when one's bored.. not
fun. seriously not fun. Oh and the title No way out mneans.. No escape button to get out of the game :\/. If you're looking for a
match 3 style game with some mature content, Just get "Mirror" instead. Better gameplay content, Better progression or story
content, Better mature content, Better price, and just more content.

HuniePop is also a good alternative but it also contains a lot more dating simulator style gameplay so a warning to those who
don't like that kind of gameplay.. Content of this game is quite bland, pretty much same quest with different graphic as code,
same enemy , very boring.. Fairly frustrating game with wonky passing mechanics(No appaarent attempt to catch passes when
wide open is very annoying to me), clunky maneuvering while and controls, also no ability to try out plays and see how one is
supposed work a given and no concept of a season mode at all. Might be worth it for $5 , but I bought this game for over $20
and it is not quite worth that amount of money.. This game is actually kind of scary.. the freakish creatures that come after you
make you squirm when they get close (especially that demon child piece of crap thing).. the guns feel good (except that you
have to point upwards too high with a couple guns..) It's very satisfying to land shots. Didn't play all that long and I came across
a decent variety of weapons.. this is the first time I've used a flamethrower in VR and it made me happy.. The environment is
nice too.. simple, but it has a nice feel (night on city streets.. creepy style). Big monsters come for you too.. extra scary. I want a
chainsaw. serioulsy.
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